MetaMetrics®’ Global Privacy Policy
Updated July 7, 2022

Introduction and Key Definitions
This is the Global Privacy Policy (this “Privacy Policy”) of MetaMetrics, Inc., (“MetaMetrics”,
“we,” “our” or “us”). We want our visitors to learn about our services, and we help educators,
researchers, parents, students, and other authorized users to easily put the Lexile® Framework
for Reading, Lexile® Framework for Oral Reading, Lexile® Framework for Listening and the
Quantile® Framework for Mathematics to work. In this Privacy Policy we describe the
information we may collect about you through our Sites (as defined in our Terms of Use), how
we use that information, circumstances in which we share it, how we protect it, and the rights
and choices you may have with regard to your information. Please read this Privacy Policy
carefully before accessing or using our Sites. By accessing or using any of our Sites, you
accept and agree to be bound by this Privacy Policy. If you do not agree to this Privacy Policy,
do not access or use our Sites.
This Privacy Policy is incorporated into our Terms of Use. Any capitalized terms not defined in
this Privacy Policy have the definitions set forth in the Terms of Use.
In the event we add future Sites or services that affect the terms of this Privacy Policy, we will
revise accordingly. References to “you” or “your” pertain to all our site visitors, registered users,
or Lexile® & Quantile® Hub (the Hub) members throughout this Privacy Policy.

What is our general approach to your Personal Information?
●

We do not sell Personal Information as that term is commonly defined in
applicable privacy laws. We use reasonable efforts to protect information that
identifies, relates to, describes, is capable of being associated with, or could
reasonably be linked with you or your household (your “Personal Information”).

We know that when users provide Personal Information to an organization it is an act of trust.
That trust is something we take seriously. MetaMetrics works to ensure that the Sites observe
compliance standards for online privacy, security, business practices, honest transactions, and
availability. This Privacy Policy explains the steps we take to protect Personal Information
shared with us through the Sites or when you otherwise interact with us, including how we
collect it, who has access to it and what is done with it.

What categories of Personal Information do we collect?
The categories of Personal Information we collect and use include the following (these are
examples and may be subject to change):
Identity Data

Information such as your name; address; email address; telephone
number; age and/or age range; account login details, including your
user name and password, or other account-related information; and
information you provide in connection with your application to be an
employee or to otherwise collaborate with us.
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Contact Data

Location Data
Device/Network Data

Commercial Data
Inference Data

Financial Data

Audio/Visual Data
User Content

Identity Data that relates to information about how we can
communicate with you, such as email, phone numbers, physical
addresses, and information you provide to us when you contact us by
email or otherwise communicate with us.
Information about your location as determined based on your IP
address.
Browsing history, search history, and information regarding your
interaction with our Sites (e.g. IP Address, MAC Address, SSIDs or
other device identifiers or persistent identifiers), online user ID, device
characteristics (such as browser/OS version), web server logs,
application logs, browsing data, first party cookies, third party cookies,
web beacons, clear gifs and pixel tags.
Information about the services for which you have registered and
transactions you enter into with us, and similar information.
Personal Information used to create a profile about you, which may
include your preferences, reading or writing levels, abilities, aptitudes,
and other data or analytics provided about you or your account by our
third party partners or data aggregators.
Information such as bank account details, payment card information,
and information from credit reference agencies, including similar data
defined in Cal Civ Code § 1798.80(e), which is collected only to the
extent you have subscribed to one of our paid services.
Data collected if you submit audio or video recordings to our Sites or
services, as well as any other audio or video files you may submit to
us, in addition to voice mails, call recordings, and the like.
Unstructured/free-form data that may include any category of
Personal Data, e.g. data that you give us in free text fields such as
comment boxes, answers you provide when you participate in
sweepstakes, contests, votes and surveys, including any other
Personal Data which you may provide through or in connection with
our Services.

What information do we collect automatically about you?
Some information is collected automatically when you visit the Sites. This information may not
on its own reveal your name or contact information, but it may include device and usage
information, such as your IP address, browser, device characteristics, operating system,
language preferences, referring URLs, device name, country, location, information about how
and when you use the Sites and other technical information. This information is primarily
needed to maintain the security and operation of the Sites, and for our internal analytics and
reporting purposes, however we also use this information to improve our Sites and services, to
determine which features of our Sites are most popular with our users, and to otherwise better
understand our users’ preferences.
The technologies we use for this automatic data collection may include:
●

Cookies (or browser cookies). “Cookies” are small text files that are placed on
your device by a Web server when you access The Sites. We may use both
session Cookies and persistent Cookies to tell us how and when you interact with
the Sites, as well as to keep you logged-in to our Sites, and to otherwise improve
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●

●

your experience on our Sites. We may also use Cookies to monitor aggregate
usage, remember your preferences, and to customize and improve the Sites.
Unlike persistent Cookies, session Cookies are deleted when you navigate away
from the Sites and close your browser. Although most browsers automatically
accept Cookies, you can change your browser options to stop automatically
accepting Cookies or to prompt you before accepting Cookies. Please note,
however, that if you don’t accept Cookies, you may not be able to access all
portions or features of the Sites. Some “essential” Cookies are required for our
Sites to function properly, and other “non-essential” Cookies are helpful to enable
certain features, but you are still able to use our Site without them (although
certain features or functionality may be disabled). You may modify your
preferences with regard to our use of non-essential Cookies by reviewing our
Cookie Policy and selecting your preferences with regard to non-essential
Cookies. Please note that some Service Providers that we engage may also
place their own Cookies on your device. Note that this Privacy Policy covers only
our use of Cookies and does not include use of Cookies by any Third Party or
Service Provider you visit directly. Both should have their own privacy policies.
Web Beacons. Pages of the Sites and our e-mails may contain small electronic
files known as web beacons (also referred to as clear gifs, pixel tags, and
single-pixel gifs) that permit us, for example, to count users who have visited
those pages or opened an email and for other related website statistics (for
example, recording the popularity of certain website content and verifying system
and server integrity).
Do Not Track. Please note that our Sites do not currently respond to
browser-based “do not track” signals. We will respond to any similar signals in
the future as may be required by applicable law.

What information do we collect when you voluntarily provide it?
We collect Personal Information from and about you when you voluntarily provide it to us, in
addition to Personal Information and other data we collect automatically when you visit the
Sites. Depending on the website you have accessed, or the other ways in which you interact
with us, we may collect different types of information as outlined below.

Website Users
Some of our Sites enable you to register to create an account. If you do this, we will collect the
username, email address, and password you provide. On some Sites we may also request
additional Personal Information associated with your account (such as your age, company
name, school, or other data). We use this information in connection with your account and your
use of our Sites and services. We may also use this information to send you emails regarding
other MetaMetrics products and services we believe would be of interest to you.

●

Any user of our Sites wishing to obtain support must provide an email address.
Without this information we cannot answer your questions. When submitting a
support question to us through support.Lexile.com you must not only provide a
valid email address, but also first and last name, US state if applicable, country,
role, and your specified request. Some of our Sites offer multiple levels of
access, some of which may require users to register or purchase a subscription,
and others which are available without registration or subscription. Differences
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●
●

between levels of access may require corresponding differences in data
collection practices.
If you purchase a subscription to one of our Sites, you must provide a valid email
address and password. Some sites may additionally require role (educator,
parent, researcher), country, US state, and company.
For certain subscriptions, we may also require that you provide billing information
to our payment processor Service Provider, Stripe Elements. Note that qualifying
educators in MetaMetrics’ partner states that report Lexile ® and Quantile®
measures can subscribe to some of our Sites for free and thus without the need
to provide billing information. All registered users may voluntarily submit
additional personal information, like their first and last name, into their Profile
information and select mailing lists to which they wish to subscribe.

We may offer limited time, seasonal, early or limited access, special purpose or demonstration
versions of our Sites or tools. In such cases we may collect additional information, tied to the
registrant’s email, role, country, and state. Where applicable, we may permit users to provide
student data in order to customize the registered user’s use of the offered service. One such
seasonal tool is our Quantile® Summer Math Challenge, available through the Hub, which
allows registered users to provide:

●
●
●
●
●

Student name or nickname
Completed grade level
Self-selected math ability level (easy, just right, or difficult)
School District or state
Quantile Measure

Paid Subscriptions and Financial Information
Payment card data is subject to the Payment Card Industry Data Security Standard (PCI DSS),
which is a set of security standards designed to ensure that all companies that accept, process,
store or transmit credit card information maintain a secure environment. If you submit a
payment to us via credit or debit card, you will be transferred to the site of our third party
payment processor, Stripe Elements, a pre-built user interface (UI) component created by
Stripe, Inc. When you enter into a paid subscription for one of our Sites, sensitive credit card
data is exchanged using direct communication between the Stripe UI component in your
browser and the Stripe service. MetaMetrics has no access to this data. We do not collect,
control, see or store any of the card data entered into Stripe Elements. The Stripe service
creates a token and returns it to our web service as a record of successful payment. This token
is a virtual object that represents the actual, sensitive data, which is designed to better protect
your data.
See Stripe’s Privacy Policy for more details available at www.stripe.com/privacy.

Websites Form Inquiry
Certain pages on some of our Sites enable you to submit inquiries or requests to us. These
Sites collect Personal Information when users complete an inquiry or request for more
information using our online form. These forms typically collect the following information: first
and last name, phone number, email address, organization name, organization type, areas of
interest. We may share this information with our third party service providers, including storing
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the information in cloud-based contact management systems, and providing the information to
third parties who assist us with our email marketing and other communications.

Oral Reading Performance Measurement
You may be able to submit oral reading samples to some of our Sites. These Sites may enable
users to record themselves reading a presented passage or to upload an audio file of
themselves or others reading. When we collect oral reading samples, data collected may
include the reader’s grade (if a student), session ID, date and time of the recording, and prior
ability information used to calculate current oral reading ability. Information we send back as a
result of the analysis may also be linked to data or files retained in our system. We may use a
Third Party provider for automated speech recognition (ASR). Once processed, an informational
Lexile oral reading ability measure is displayed. This measure is not to be used for educational
placement of a child or for identification of speech disorders or other diagnosis of an adult.

Listening Content Measurement
You may be able to submit audio books and audio passages to some of our sites. These Sites
may enable users to upload one or more audio files as an audio complexity measurement job.
When we collect Listening Content, data collected may include the user’s name, user ID,
company name, company ID, session ID, date and time of the upload, audio title, publisher
name, ISBN, job name and job number, and other bibliographic data as may be relevant.
Information we send back as a result of the analysis may also be linked to data or files retained
in our system. Once processed, a Lexile audio measure is displayed or sent.
Note, however, that when you submit a voice recording through one of our Sites, it may be
processed by a Third Party ASR provider. Data sent by MetaMetrics to a Third Party is
anonymized and is encrypted while in transit, protecting all Personal Information connected with
the reader. To the extent that the reader is a child, we encourage you to review and approve the
third party’s Privacy Policy prior to submitting your child’s voice recording to them. We may use
one or more third parties and do not control or direct their processing of your Personal
Information, and as such we are not responsible for their management of your data.

Children’s Information
We do not directly collect personal information from children through our Sites. We may receive
data provided by a parent regarding their child, or by a state, school district or teacher
containing information regarding a child or groups of children, however, any group information is
aggregated and anonymized. If you believe that we have collected Personal Information directly
from a child under the age of 13 (in the U.S.) or 16 (typically the applicable age in European
countries) without following the proper procedures, please notify us via email to
support@lexile.com.

What information do we collect from other sources?
We may collect limited data from schools with which we have a relationship, public databases,
marketing partners, and other outside sources. All Personal Information that you provide on or
to a Third Party or that is collected by a Third Party is provided directly to the controller, owner
or operator of the Third Party and is subject to the owner’s or operator’s privacy policy. We do
not monitor or control any data you provide to Third Parties. Thus, we are not responsible for
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the content, privacy or security practices of a Third Party. To assure the protection of your
Personal Information, we recommend that you carefully review the privacy policies of any Third
Party you access. You assume the risk of providing any information you provide to a Third
Party.

Do we sell your Personal Information?
No. We do not sell your Personal Information, and as such you do not have to Opt-in or Opt-out
of any sale of information requirements under the law. However, as noted below, we do share
Personal Information with our Service Providers and with certain Third Parties under very limited
circumstances.

What and how do we share with Service Providers?
In order to operate our business it may sometimes be necessary to disclose Personal
Information with contractors and other service providers. For example, we may share Personal
Information with the companies that host our Sites, provide analytics and other functionality on
our Sites, host or provide our database of current and potential customers, help us send emails
and other communications, or provide other services to us. In addition, we may share Personal
Information with individual contractor scientists and software developers as may be required.
As noted above, we use third-party service providers to analyze audio recordings. When the
recording is submitted to the third party for processing, no other personal identifiers are shared.
Results from the third party are combined with our own processes to calculate the reader’s
proficiency results. In doing so, we connect the proficiency results with the Personal Information
you provided.
All Service Providers are bound by a legal contract to keep Personal Information confidential.
They can use Personal Information only for the purposes for which we disclose it.
●

Google Analytics-- We use Google Analytics, a web analysis service of Google
Inc. (“Google”). Google Analytics is a web analysis tool we use to help us
analyze the interaction of visitors with our Sites. Thus, we can improve your
experience on our Sites. Google Analytics uses Cookies. The information
generated by the Cookie regarding your use of the Sites are usually transferred
to a server belonging to Google. The information saved by the Cookies includes,
for instance, the time of your visit on the Sites, the frequency with which the
visitor has called up the Sites, and from where the visitor has accessed the Sites.
To determine the latter value, Google initially records the IP address of the user.
However, we have activated the IP anonymization on the Sites. On behalf of the
Sites, Google will use the aforementioned information to analyze your usage of
the Sites, to compile reports on the Sites’ activities and to provide further services
associated with the usage of the Sites and the Internet. You can prevent Google
Analytics from saving the Cookies by a corresponding setting in your browser
software. However, by doing so you may disable some functions of the Sites. In
addition, you can prevent the recording of the data generated by the Cookie and
relating to your usage of the Sites (including your IP address) to Google and the
processing of these data by Google, by downloading and installing the browser
plug-in available under the following link:
http://tools.google.com/dlpage/gaoptout?hl=de. Further information on data
protection with regard to Google Analytics can be found at said link.
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Further information about handling user data can be found
at https://developers.google.com/fonts/faq and in Google’s privacy policy at
https://www.google.com/policies/privacy/.
Please check this Privacy Policy regularly for updates on other Service Providers that may be
used in connection with the Sites or contact us at support.Lexile.com for the most recent list of
our Service Providers with whom we share your information.

What and how do we share with other third parties?
Fulfilling your requests. Some of our Sites include the ability for you to share content or
information with third parties you designate. If you give us an email address to use the “share”
feature within a tool, we will transmit the contents of that email and your email address to the
recipients.
Affiliated entities and corporate transactions. We may share Personal Information with our
current or future subsidiaries and affiliates in order to streamline provision of services or for
other business purposes. In addition, if we contemplate a merger, divestiture, restructuring,
reorganization, dissolution, or other sale or transfer of some or all of our assets, it is possible
that we would need to share Personal Information with another organization during the
due-diligence process, following the transaction, or otherwise in connection with a corporate
event.
Legal proceedings. We may also share Personal Information to comply with a court order, law
or legal process. This includes a government or regulatory request. Before we do that, we
would provide the user with notice of the requirement. If the user so chooses, a protective order
or another remedy could be sought. If after providing that notice we still must share the
demanded Personal Information, we will share no more than that portion of Personal
Information which, on the advice of our legal counsel, the order, law or process specifically
requires us to share. Note, some of these disclosures may be made to governments that do not
ensure the same degree of protection of your Personal Information as your home jurisdiction.
We may, in our sole discretion (but without any obligation) object to the disclosure of your
Personal Information to such parties.
Other parties. We may share Personal Information with third parties as we deem appropriate
in order to enforce or apply our Terms of Use, Additional Terms, or other agreements, including
for billing and collection purposes, to prevent fraud, and to obtain advice about legal and
financial matters.

How long do we keep Personal Information?
In general, we keep Personal Information as long as it is reasonably necessary in connection
with the purpose for which it was provided. For data collected through our Sites we will keep
Personal Information for as long as a Member maintains registration and or subscription in good
standing. Once those registrations or subscriptions lapse or terminate, unless a written
agreement between us and a Member provides otherwise, we may keep Personal Information
for as long as needed only to meet regulatory requirements or business requirements. Any kept
Personal Information will remain subject to the restrictions on sharing and use outlined in this
Policy for as long as it resides with us.
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Legal Basis for Processing
We process your Personal Information in accordance with applicable data protection laws. If
you are subject to the GDPR, we process Personal Information in accordance with one of the
required legal bases. For example, when you voluntarily provide Personal Information to us, we
primarily process it with your consent, or in order to fulfill a contract with you. Information we
collect automatically is typically processed in accordance with our legitimate business interests,
such as to improve our Sites and services. We may also process certain Personal Information
to the extent required by applicable legal requirements.

International Data Transfers
MetaMetrics is a U.S. company. If you are located outside the United States and choose to
provide information to us, we transfer at least some Personal Information to the United States
for processing, and our service providers may process Personal Information in the United States
and elsewhere. These countries may not have the same data protection laws as the country in
which you initially provided the information. When we transfer your information to the United
States, we will protect it as described in this Notice. Data we collect may be transferred to,
stored, and processed in any country or territory where one or more of our affiliates or service
providers are based or have facilities. While other countries or territories may not have the
same standards of data protection as those in your home country, we will continue to protect
personal data that we transfer in line with this Privacy Policy.
If you are located in the European Economic Area (“EEA”), please note that some countries
outside the EEA do not have laws that protect your privacy rights as extensively as those in the
EEA. However, if we do transfer your Personal Information to other territories, we will put in
place appropriate safeguards designed to ensure that your Personal Information will be
protected and processed in accordance with this Privacy Policy and the requirements of
applicable data protection laws, including, when applicable, the General Data Protection
Regulation (“GDPR”) or the UK GDPR (as defined in UK Data Protection Act 2018). We may
transfer Personal Information from the EEA to the US using the EU or UK (as applicable)
standard contractual clauses or other lawful mechanisms.

How can you exercise rights in your Personal Information?
At any time, Members of the Hub or our other Sites offering subscription options can change
their Personal Information stored in The Profile page. Members can also choose to opt-out of
MetaMetrics’ mailing lists with immediate impact. Members can also close their Hub
memberships by following the directions listed in the Hub for immediate closure of the
membership. Closing a membership will not trigger the deletion of Personal Information.
Regardless of whether you are a Member, depending on where you live, and subject to our
obligations under applicable laws, you may have certain rights and choices regarding your
Personal Information. For example, in addition to choices described elsewhere in this Privacy
Policy, you may have some or all of the following rights and choices:

Regional Rights:
●

Access Rights: You may have the right to receive certain information, such as
the following (these rights, and the applicable types of data and time periods, will
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vary depending on the laws applicable to the state or country in which you
reside):
1.

2.
3.

●

●
●

●

●
●

The categories of Personal Information we have collected or disclosed
about you; the categories of sources of such information; the business or
commercial purpose for collecting or selling your Personal Information;
and the categories of third parties with whom we shared Personal
Information.
Access to and/or a copy of certain Personal Information we hold about
you.
In some circumstances, you may have the right to obtain certain Personal
Information in a portable format.

Erasure: You may have the right to request that we delete certain Personal
Information we have about you. We may either decide to delete your Personal
Information entirely, or we may anonymize or aggregate your Personal
Information such that it no longer reasonably identifies you. Certain Personal
Information may be exempt from such requests under applicable law. For
example, we need certain types of information so that we can provide our
services to you, we may be required to retain certain information for legal
purposes, and there may be other reasons we may need to keep certain
Personal Information under various applicable laws. In addition, if you ask us to
delete your Personal Information, you may no longer be able to access or use
some of our tools or services.
Correction: You may have the right to request that we correct certain Personal
Information we hold about you.
Limitation of Processing: Certain laws may allow you to object to or limit the
manner in which we process some of your Personal Information, including the
ways in which we use or share it. For example, you may have these rights if the
processing was undertaken without your consent in connection with our
legitimate business interests (although we may not be required to cease or limit
processing in cases where our interests are balanced against your privacy
interests).
Regulator Contact: You may have the right to contact or file a complaint with
regulators or supervisory authorities about our processing of Personal
Information. To do so, please contact your local data protection or consumer
protection authority.
Postings by Minors: Users of our Sites under the age of 18 in certain jurisdictions
have the right to require that we delete any content they have posted on one of
our Sites.
Other: You may have the right to receive information about the financial
incentives that we offer to you, if any. You may also have the right to not be
discriminated against (as provided for in applicable law) for exercising certain of
your rights.

If you believe that you have specific rights under your jurisdiction and you would like to exercise
any of these rights, please submit a support request through support.Lexile.com or email us
at support@Lexile.com. Other than marketing opt-out and do-not-sell requests, you will be
required to verify your identity before we fulfill your request. In certain jurisdictions, you may be
able to designate an authorized agent to make a request on your behalf, subject to certain
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requirements of your applicable law. We may require that you provide the email address we
have on file for you (and verify that you can access that email account) as well as an address,
phone number, or other data we have on file, in order to verify your identity. If an agent is
submitting the request on your behalf, we reserve the right to validate the agent’s authority to
act on your behalf, and we may be required to take additional verification measures under
applicable law.

Opt-Out of Sale
MetaMetrics does not currently “sell” (as defined by the California Consumer Privacy Act and
other U.S. state laws) any Personal Information subject to this Privacy Policy, and we do not
exchange Personal Information for any type of financial incentive. However, if you wish to be
placed on our “do not sell” list in the event that we begin selling Personal Information in the
future, please submit a request through support.Lexile.com or send an email to
support@Lexile.com and request to be added to this list.

Marketing and Advertising Rights:
●

●

Opt-out of Marketing: All individuals have the right to opt-out of receiving
marketing communications from MetaMetrics at any time. You may exercise your
choices regarding marketing communications by clicking on the “unsubscribe”
link in emails we send you, or you can please submit a request through
support.Lexile.com or email support@Lexile.com.
Direct Marketing: California residents and residents of certain other states may
have the right to request a list of Personal Information we have disclosed about
you to third parties for direct marketing purposes during the preceding calendar
year.

What data security measures do we take?
MetaMetrics has reasonable safeguards to help prevent unauthorized access to, disclosure of,
or misuse of your Personal Information. However, we cannot guarantee that your Personal
Information will never be shared or otherwise processed in a manner inconsistent with this
Privacy Policy (for example, as a result of unauthorized acts by third parties that violate
applicable law or our Terms of Use).
If you register for a membership with the Hub or similar Sites we offer, you will be asked to
select a password to help protect your Personal Information. These passwords help us verify
your identity before granting access or making corrections to any of your Personal Information.
You should never share your password with anyone. MetaMetrics will never ask you for your
password in a phone call or email. You are responsible for maintaining the secrecy of your
passwords and any account information.
When subscribing for Premium membership through the Hub you also provide your credit card
information. It is transmitted using Secure Sockets Layer (SSL) technology to help prevent
unauthorized access or misuse of that information. (PCI-compliance requires following the
Transport Layer Security 1.2 rules.) SSL is the standard security technology for establishing an
encrypted link between a web server and a browser. Make sure you see a full “lock” symbol
and https in the status bar of your browser. Browsers like Firefox 63 and above, Google
Chrome 70 and above, Safari 6.2 and above employ some version of the lock symbol to indicate
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security. If the lock symbol is not visible, do not enter any information. Direct any issues or
concerns to our support community for further guidance at support.lexile.com.
Finally, the computers/servers in which MetaMetrics stores Personal Information are kept in a
secure environment.
Please note that to the extent your Personal Information is shared with a service provider or
other third party, we cannot guarantee, nor will we be responsible for, the security measures of
those third parties.

How should you track changes to this Privacy Policy?
We may update this Privacy Policy from time to time. We will post a link to the updated policy in
the footer of all covered sites if changes are made, so we encourage you to visit any of our Sites
regularly to stay up to speed on changes to this Privacy Policy.
Additionally if using the Hub, Members will be informed via the Hub’s notification system. Your
continued use of the service constitutes your agreement to this Privacy Policy and any updates.

Where should you direct questions to us about this Privacy Policy?
If at any time you have questions or concerns about our privacy practices in general or this
Privacy Policy in particular, please feel free to contact us by sending an email to
support@Lexile.com.
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